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Abstract— FinFETs have replaced planar MOSFETs due to
their superior performance, power efficiency, and scalability.
However, even FinFETs are expected to reach their scaling limits
due to physical limits, process variations, and short-channel
effects. As an alternative to device scaling, 3-D integrated
circuits (ICs) can increase the number of transistors in a
chip in the same footprint area. Among 3-D technologies,
monolithic 3-D integration promises the highest density, perfor-
mance, and power efficiency owing to its high-density mono-
lithic intertier vias. A transistor-level monolithic implementation
enables an independent optimization of transistor layers. How-
ever, it requires a new 3-D cell library. In this paper, we propose
two new 3-D monolithic FinFET-based 8T SRAM cells and
compare them with previously reported 6T and 8T SRAM cells
implemented in 2-D/3-D. Both the proposed cells use pFinFET
access transistors for better area efficiency in 3-D and low leakage
current. One of the proposed cells utilizes independent-gate
pFinFETs as pull-up transistors whose back gates are tied to the
supply voltage for better writeability. This cell has 28.1% and
43.8% smaller footprint area, 31.6% and 43.2% smaller leakage
current, and 53.2% and 29.0% lower read time compared with
conventional 2-D 6T SRAM and 2-D 8T SRAM cells, respectively.

Index Terms— FinFET, low leakage, monolithic 3-D integra-
tion, SRAM, TCAD.

I. INTRODUCTION

TECHNOLOGY scaling has been the driving force behind
the exponential growth in transistor count, increased

device performance, and reduced cost per transistor over the
past five decades [1]. FinFETs, a type of multigate transis-
tors, have replaced planar MOSFETs due to their higher
performance, superior short-channel behavior, and power
efficiency [2]. FinFETs provide better control over the channel
by surrounding it from multiple sides. This suppresses the
drain-induced barrier lowering effect, improves the subthresh-
old slope, and reduces the leakage current [3]. In addition,
FinFETs reduce random dopant fluctuations by employing a
lightly doped or undoped channel [4]. Unfortunately, device
scaling is becoming more challenging even for FinFETs due to
the approaching limits of lithography, intolerable short-channel
effects, and increasing manufacturing costs [5]. Thus, other
approaches, such as creating new devices, employing new
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Fig. 1. Monolithic 3-D integration styles. (a) Block level. (b) Gate level.
(c) Transistor level.

integration technologies, developing new architectures, and
novel computation paradigms, are needed to help continue
enhancements in computing technology [6].

Three-dimensional ICs can improve performance, decrease
power consumption by reducing interconnect length, and fit
more devices in a chip without increasing its footprint area.
Monolithic 3-D ICs are particularly attractive as they exploit
the third dimension more efficiently, thanks to their small
monolithic intertier vias (MIVs) that connect the transistor
layers. Monolithic integration can be realized at three differ-
ent levels of granularity: block-level monolithic (BLM) [7],
gate-level monolithic (GLM) [8], and transistor-level mono-
lithic (TLM) [9], as shown in Fig 1. In a TLM design, n-type
and p-type transistors are fabricated on two separate layers,
enabling independent optimization of these layers. However,
every logic and memory cell in the cell library needs to be
reimplemented in 3-D.

Static random access memory (SRAM) cells often occupy
more than half of the die area and consume a significant
amount of leakage power. The design of high-density, high-
performance, and low-power TLM SRAM cells with good
stability metrics is crucial for TLM designs to succeed.
With continued scaling in device dimensions and supply
voltage (VDD), the impact of process variations on SRAM
stability increases. A conventional 6T SRAM cell can be
prone to stability issues when the internal nodes are disturbed
during a read operation. In addition, it has low area efficiency
when implemented in 3-D because it has four n-type and
two p-type transistors. The conventional 8T SRAM cell can
improve read stability by isolating data retention from the
read operation [10]. However, similar to the 6T SRAM cell,
the conventional 3-D 8T SRAM cell is not area efficient due
to the asymmetry in n-type and p-type transistor count (six
n-type and two p-type transistors). We make the following
contributions in an effort to design area-efficient, low-power,
and high-performance 3-D SRAM cells.

1) We propose two new 3-D 8T SRAM cells
(8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1, 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2)
for enhanced access time, low leakage current, and high
read stability.
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a) 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1 replaces nFinFET access
transistors of a conventional 8T SRAM cell with
pFinFETs to reduce the footprint area while pre-
venting the access time from degrading. It has a
high read stability, thanks to the isolated read oper-
ation. However, it suffers from poor writeability
due to the use of weak pFinFET access transistors.
This problem can be alleviated through write-assist
techniques.

b) 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2, in addition to using
pFinFETs as access transistors, employs
independent-gate (IG) pFinFETs as pull-up
transistors and ties their back gates to VDD to
improve writeability by weakening the pull-up
transistors.

2) We comprehensively evaluate the proposed cells against
previously reported 2-D and 3-D SRAM cells and show
that they are particularly promising for low-power and
high read performance designs.

3) We explore assist techniques to improve the writeability
of the proposed cells.

We compare the proposed cells with a conventional
6T SRAM cell implemented in 2-D (6T_4N2P_2D)
and 3-D (6T_4N2P_3D), a conventional 2-D 8T SRAM
cell (8T_6N2P_2D), and two previously reported 3-D 8T
SRAM cells (8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 and 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2).
We implement the SRAM cells in the 14-nm silicon-on-
insulator (SOI) FinFET technology and characterize them
via 2-D mixed-mode device simulations. We compare the
cells based on their dc and transient metrics, such as read
static noise margin (RSNM), write margin (WM), read current
(IREAD), leakage current (ILEAK), read time (TR), and write
time (TW ). 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 offers the smallest TR
and lowest ILEAK compared to other cells, along with a
high RSNM. It has 28.1%, 31.6%, and 53.2% reduction in
footprint area, ILEAK, and TR , respectively, compared to those
of 6T_4N2P_2D. It has 43.8%, 43.2%, and 29.0% reduction in
footprint area, ILEAK, and TR , respectively, compared to those
of 8T_6N2P_2D at the cost of 8.8% and 57.1% degradation
in RSNM and WM, respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents prior work on monolithic 3-D SRAM
cells. Section III provides background on monolithic
3-D integration, FinFETs, and SRAM characterization.
Section IV describes the simulation setup. Section V
describes the design of monolithic SRAM cells by detailing
their schematics, layouts, and bitline (BL)/wordline (WL)
capacitances. Section VI presents the simulation results and
comparison of cells based on their dc and transient metrics.
Section VII investigates the impact of process variations,
memory array configurations, assist techniques, different
temperatures, and gate workfunction values on SRAM cells.
Section VIII discusses our results in comparison with prior
work and presents key observations. Section IX presents the
concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

Several 4T, 6T, and 8T SRAM cells implemented in a
3-D monolithic technology have been previously reported.
Monolithic 3-D 4T/6T SRAM cells that exploit dynamic
back-gate biasing were reported in [11]. Interlayer coupling
has been shown to improve SRAM performance and stability.

Batude et al. [12] presented a 3-D load-less 4T SRAM cell
consisting of two p-type access and two n-type drive tran-
sistors. A thin interlayer dielectric (ILD) is used to dynam-
ically manipulate the threshold voltage (Vth) of the devices
to improve cell stability. A 3-D 6T SRAM cell consisting
of indium gallium arsenide nMOSFETs and germanium (Ge)
pMOSFETs was shown to improve cell stability and per-
formance while maintaining the same leakage current with
respect to the 2-D counterparts [13]. Although the electron
and hole mobilities of III-V materials and Ge can be higher
than those of silicon, it is challenging to fabricate high-quality
transistors using heterogeneous integration [13]. A 3-D 6T
SRAM cell, in which the back gates of access transistors
are connected to the adjacent storage nodes to improve read
stability, was presented in [14]. A 3-D 6T SRAM cell based
on ultrathin-body MOSFETs was sequentially processed using
a low thermal budget for the first time [15]. No degradation
of bottom-tier devices was observed due to the process.
It was shown that top-layer transistors exhibit almost identical
electrical properties as the bottom-layer transistors.

A conventional 8T SRAM consists of six n-type and two
p-type transistors [10]. It offers a high read stability because
the internal nodes are not disturbed during a read operation.
However, the unequal number of n-type and p-type transistors
leads to an inefficient footprint area of the conventional
8T SRAM cell when implemented in 3-D. Thus, previously
reported 3-D 8T SRAM cells were implemented using four
n-type and four p-type transistors. A 3-D 8T SRAM cell,
constructed by adding two pFinFET read access transistors
to a conventional 6T SRAM cell, was presented in [16].
pFinFET access transistors were activated during the read
operation to increase read stability. However, this cell suffers
from a high TR due to the use of weaker pFinFET access
transistors. In addition, it has a 50% lower RSNM compared
to the conventional 8T SRAM cell because its internal nodes
are still disturbed during a read operation. We call this cell
8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 in this paper. A 3-D 8T SRAM cell, con-
structed by replacing n-type read transistors of a conventional
8T SRAM cell with p-type transistors to equalize the number
of n-type and p-type transistors, was reported in [17] and [18].
However, this cell can also suffer from a higher TR due to the
presence of weaker p-type transistors on the read path. In this
paper, we call this cell 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2.

Our aim is to design an area-efficient, low-power, and
robust 3-D FinFET-based 8T SRAM cell, along with high
read performance. Therefore, we replace the nFinFET access
transistors of a conventional 8T SRAM cell with pFinFETs
for an area-efficient 3-D design and keep nFinFETs on the
read path to keep TR small. The idea of replacing n-type
access transistors with p-type transistors has been investigated
in 2-D 6T and 8T SRAM cells [19], [20]. Tawfik and Kursun
show that a FinFET-based 6T SRAM cell, which has pFinFET
access transistors and IG pFinFET pull-up transistors with
back gates tied to VDD, can improve read stability by 60% and
reduce leakage current by 21% compared to a conventional 6T
SRAM cell. In this paper, for the first time, we evaluate two
new 3-D 8T SRAM cells that employ pFinFET access tran-
sistors. However, using weaker pFinFET access transistors in
our proposed cells hurts writeability. To improve writeability,
we replace the shorted-gate (SG) pull-up pFinFETs with IG
pFinFETs in 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 and connect their back
gates to VDD to weaken them with respect to access transistors.
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Fig. 2. FinFET types. (a) SG. (b) IG.

III. BACKGROUND

This section provides background material on monolithic
3-D integration, FinFETs, and SRAM characterization.

A. Monolithic 3-D Integration

Transistor layers in 3-D ICs can be fabricated in either
parallel or sequentially. Through-silicon vias (TSVs) are
used to connect layers fabricated independently in paral-
lel 3-D integration [21]. Different system-on-chip components
can be fabricated in different foundries using different tech-
nologies and later connected via TSVs. In sequential inte-
gration, also known as monolithic 3-D integration, however,
MIVs, which are two orders of magnitude smaller than TSVs
in diameter, are used to connect the layers. Monolithic 3-D ICs
have several advantages over TSV-based ICs, such as higher
connectivity between layers enabled by much smaller MIVs,
better alignment thanks to sequential integration, less para-
sitics, smaller area overhead, smaller power consumption, and
higher performance [9].

Monolithic 3-D ICs can be implemented in BLM,
GLM, or TLM styles. BLM connects 2-D functional blocks
via MIVs to construct a 3-D design. It does not fully utilize
the third dimension since 2-D blocks do not benefit from
possible intrablock performance and power improvements that
MIVs could enable. GLM places 2-D logic and memory cells
on multiple layers to construct 3-D functional blocks. GLM
designs require 3-D design tools, such as a 3-D partitioner,
gate-level place-and-route, and floorplanner. In a TLM design,
n-type and p-type transistors are fabricated on different layers.
This reduces fabrication cost, thanks to fewer fabrication
steps [22]. Each transistor layer can be independently opti-
mized in TLM. Unlike the other monolithic styles, TLM
requires 3-D logic and memory cells. Thus, each library
cell needs to be redesigned in 3-D with n-type and p-type
transistors placed on different layers.

In monolithic 3-D integration, the upper layer transistors are
processed at a lower temperature to protect the devices and
interconnects on the lower layers. It was previously shown
that top-layer transistors do not suffer any degradation from a
low-temperature process [15], [23]. Thus, in our simulations,
we assume that the top- and bottom-layer transistors have the
same quality.

B. FinFETs

FinFETs have replaced planar MOSFETs as they offer
higher performance with lower power consumption.

Fig. 3. Two-dimensional cross section of a 3-D FinFET.

TABLE I

14-NM SOI FINFET DEVICE PARAMETER VALUES

Fig. 2 shows the two types of FinFETs: SG and IG.
In SG FinFETs, the gate wraps around the channel, whereas
in IG FinFETs, the front and back gates become independent
of each other because the top part of the FinFET is etched
away. SG FinFETs have better on-current (ION) to off-current
(IOFF) ratio than IG FinFETs and are preferred for high-
performance designs. IG FinFETs enable dynamic Vth control
and offer new possibilities for circuit design [24]. All SRAM
cells we analyze, except for 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2, use SG
FinFETs. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 can only be implemented
using FinFETs or a double-gate technology since it requires
two IGs (front and back) in the pull-up transistors.

Fig. 3 shows a 2-D cross section of a 3-D FinFET. Table I
shows 14-nm SOI FinFET parameter values we use in our
simulations. The FinFET parameters are gate length LG , fin
thickness TSI, oxide thickness TOX, fin height HFIN, spacer
thickness LSP, gate underlap LUN, fin pitch FP , gate pitch G P ,
channel doping concentration NBODY, source/drain doping
concentration NSD, and gate workfunction �G for nFinFETs
and pFinFETs. We obtained the 14-nm FinFET parameter
values from the literature and data published by semiconductor
companies [25]–[28]. We optimized the parameter values for
high-performance logic circuits.

C. SRAM Characterization

We use dc and transient metrics to evaluate the SRAM cells.
The dc metrics we use are RSNM, WM, IREAD, and ILEAK.
We assume a 256 × 256 memory array for transient metric
(TR/TW ) measurements.

1) RSNM: RSNM measures the stability of an SRAM cell
during a read operation. For the read simulation setup, WL and
BL bar (BLB) voltages are held at VDD while a voltage source
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Fig. 4. SRAM stability metrics. (a) RSNM. (b) WM.

sweeps the voltage at a storage node from ground (VGND)
to VDD. For 8T SRAM cells with nFinFETs that provide a
separate read path, the read BL (RBL) and read WL (RWL)
are biased at VDD (VGND if read path transistors are pFinFETs),
while the access transistors are OFF. RSNM is measured
from the butterfly curve obtained from the voltage-transfer
characteristics (VTC) of the cross-coupled inverters (INV1 and
INV2). RSNM is the largest square that can fit in the butterfly
curve, as shown in Fig. 4(a). An SRAM cell with a higher
RSNM is more resilient to read failures.

2) WM: WM measures the writeability of a cell. It is
measured from the VTC of the cross-coupled inverters during
a write operation. For the write simulation setup, BLB and WL
are held at VDD while BL is tied to VGND. WM is the smallest
square that can fit in the lower half of the curves, as shown
in Fig. 4(b). A higher WM implies better writeability.

3) IREAD: IREAD is the current drawn from the bitline
connected to the storage node that holds a “0” during a read
operation. For the SRAM cells with an isolated read path,
we measure the current drawn from RBL when both read path
FinFETs are ON. A higher IREAD implies a fast discharge on
the bitline capacitance and hence a smaller TR .

4) ILEAK: SRAMs consume a significant amount of leakage
energy as they are mostly in the hold mode. ILEAK is the
current drawn from the power source when the cell is in the
hold mode. In this mode, bitlines are at VDD while the WLs
(WL and RWL) are at VGND if the the access/read transistors
are nFinFETs and at VDD if the access/read transistors are
pFinFETs. In other words, the transistors connected to WLs
are OFF in the hold mode.

5) TR: TR is measured during a read operation. It is the
time interval from the point that the WL voltage (VWL) at
the beginning of the WL [RWL voltage (VRWL) in the case
of 8T SRAM cells] reaches its 50% value during switching to
the point when sense amplifiers are activated. We assume that
the sense amplifiers are activated when the voltage difference
between the bitlines reaches 100 mV (|VBL − VBLB| =
100 mV). In the case of SRAM cells with RBL, we assume
that the sense amplifiers are activated when the read bitline
voltage (VRBL) deviates by 100 mV from the initial point
(�VRBL = 100 mV).

6) TW : TW is measured during a write operation. It is
measured from the time when the voltage at the beginning
of the WL reaches the 50% switch point to the time when
voltage at the storage node that initially stores a “1” reaches
10% of its initial value (VL = VDD ∗ 0.1).

Fig. 5. Simulation flow for SRAM characterization.

IV. SIMULATION SETUP

The simulation flow is shown in Fig. 5. We use FinFETs
based on the device parameters shown in Table I. We synthe-
size the 3-D front-end-of-the-line (FEOL) + back-end-of-the-
line (BEOL) structure of each SRAM cell based on its layout
and technology parameter values. We extract parasitic capaci-
tances using the transport analysis-based 3-D TCAD capac-
itance extraction technique [29]. We use Sentaurus device
simulator [30] to perform 2-D hydrodynamic mixed-mode
device simulations to obtain dc and transient metrics of SRAM
cells. We use the Phillips unified mobility model and the
doping-dependent Shockley-Read-Hall recombination model,
along with band-to-band tunneling and avalanche multiplica-
tion models, for accurate simulation. For transient simulations,
we use a 256 × 256 memory array configuration, consisting
of 256 rows (WLs) and 256 columns (BLs). We model WLs
and BLs using the π3 distributed RC line model. In our sim-
ulations, we assume that the top- and bottom-layer transistors
have the same quality. We perform simulations at 300 ◦K
temperature with a VDD of 0.8 V. We use a 100-nm thick
SiO2 as the ILD to eliminate the interlayer coupling that may
alter transistor behavior [31].

V. DESIGN OF MONOLITHIC SRAM CELLS

We use the 14-nm FinFET technology to design the SRAM
cells.

A. Schematics of the SRAM Cells

Fig. 6 shows the schematics of the SRAM cells we analyze.
All SRAM cells use only single-fin FinFETs to minimize area.

Fig. 6(a) shows the schematic of a conventional 6T SRAM
cell. It consists of a cross-coupled inverter pair (INV1:
PU1-PD1 and INV2:PU2-PD2) to store information and two
nFinFETs (AX1 and AX2) to access the storage nodes.
We evaluate both the 2-D and 3-D implementations of the 6T
SRAM cell. Although 6T_4N2P_3D is implemented on two
transistor layers, it has the same schematic as 6T_4N2P_2D.
6T_4N2P_2D is the baseline we use in our comparisons,
unless otherwise specified. For the sake of the discussion,
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Fig. 6. SRAM cell schematics. (a) 6T_4N2P_2D/6T_4N2P_3D. (b) 8T_6N2P_2D. (c) 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1. (d) 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2.
(e) 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1. (f) 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2.

we assume that internal nodes L and R store “1” and “0”
initially. During a read operation, weaker access transistors
with respect to pull-down transistors are desired for better read
stability. On the other hand, during a write operation, access
transistors are desired to be stronger compared to pull-up
transistors for better writeability. This creates the so-called
read–write conflict in 6T SRAM cells.

Fig. 6(b) shows the 8T_6N2P_2D cell schematic [10].
8T_6N2P_2D eliminates the read–write conflict by decoupling
the read operation from data retention. The read operation
is performed via a read path consisting of two nFinFETs
(RD1 and RD2) without accessing the storage nodes directly.
We only evaluate the 2-D implementation of the conventional
8T SRAM cell since its 3-D implementation suffers from
severe footprint area inefficiency due to the asymmetry in the
number of nFinFETs and pFinFETs.

Fig. 6(c) shows the schematic of 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1, a
3-D 8T SRAM cell obtained by adding two p-type access
transistors to a conventional 6T SRAM cell for read sta-
bility enhancement [16]. Its 3-D implementation is bal-
anced because each transistor layer has four transistors.
8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 alleviates the read–write conflict. It uses
weaker pFinFET access transistors during a read operation to
increase read stability and stronger nFinFET access transistors
during a write operation to increase writeability. However,
the internal storage nodes still get disturbed during a read
operation and the read time is degraded due to the presence
of the weak pFinFET access transistors.

Fig. 6(d) shows the schematic of 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2,
a 3-D 8T SRAM cell, which replaces the n-type read path tran-
sistors of a conventional 8T SRAM cell with p-type transistors
to reduce the footprint area in 3-D [17], [18]. It, however, may
suffer from a degradation in TR if the p-type transistors are
slower than the n-type transistors, which is the case in the
14-nm FinFET technology.

Fig. 6(e) shows 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1. Unlike 8T_
4N4P_3D_prior2, it uses nFinFETs on the read path to keep
TR small. However, it replaces nFinFET access transistors with
pFinFETs to reduce the footprint area by equalizing the num-
ber of nFinFETs and pFinFETs. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1 suf-
fers from poor writeability due to weak pFinFET access
transistors.

Fig. 6(f) shows the schematic of 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2.
This cell, in addition to employing pFinFET access transistors,
uses IG pFinFET pull-up transistors with their back gates
biased at VDD to improve writeability. Weakening the pull-up
transistors allows access transistors to write into the cell more
easily. Among all analyzed SRAM cells, it is the only cell that
uses IG FinFETs.

B. Layouts of the SRAM Cells

Fig. 7 shows the layout of the SRAM cells. We try to
minimize the footprint area when laying out the SRAM cells.
Thus, we only used FinFETs with a single fin. We use λ-based
design rules when obtaining the layouts. In the 14-nm FinFET
technology, we use λ = 7 nm. We assume that the interconnect
width and pitch are 4λ and 8λ, respectively. MIVs are assumed
to have a 4λ diameter and 8λ pitch. For 3-D SRAM cells,
we assume that the p-layer is at the bottom since the n-layer
often needs more routing.

Table II shows the footprint area values of the SRAM cells.
6T_4N2P_3D has 43.9% smaller footprint area compared to
6T_4N2P_2D. 8T_6N2P_2D has 28.1% larger footprint area
with respect to the baseline. 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 has 15.8%
smaller footprint area compared to 6T_4N2P_2D. However,
its footprint area is 17.1% larger than the footprint area of
other 3-D 8T SRAM cells. The cells 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2,
8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1, and 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 have
the same footprint area, which is 28.1% and 43.8% smaller
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Fig. 7. SRAM layouts. (a) 6T_4N2P_2D. (b) 6T_4N2P_3D. (c) 8T_6N2P_2D. (d) 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1. (e) 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2.
(f) 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1. (g) 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2.

TABLE II

SRAM CELL FOOTPRINT AREA

TABLE III

SRAM BL AND WL CAPACITANCES

than those of 6T_4N2P_2D and 8T_6N2P_2D, respectively.
Although the footprint area decreases for 3-D SRAM cells,
their total silicon area is larger. For example, the pro-
posed cells have 12.3% larger total silicon area compared to
8T_6N2P_2D.

C. Capacitance Extraction

Table III shows the single-cell BL (CBL, CBLB, and CRBL)
and WL capacitances (CWL and CRWL) of each SRAM
design, extracted using a transport analysis-based 3-D TCAD

Fig. 8. 6T_4N2P_2D cell. (a) FEOL only. (b) FEOL + BEOL. Dielectric
regions are not shown.

capacitance extraction technique [29]. Fig. 8 shows the FEOL
only and FEOL + BEOL structures for 6T_4N2P_2D. We use
the industry standard thin-cell layout for 6T_4N2P_2D [32].
A long and thin-cell layout leads to a smaller CBL with respect
to its CWL.

6T_4N2P_3D has 5.9% and 3.1% smaller CBL and
CWL compared to 6T_4N2P_2D. Due to the asymmetry
of the 8T_6N2P_2D layout, CBL and CBLB are different.
We use CBLavg to denote the average bitline capacitance
(CBLavg = CBL/2 + CBLB/2). 8T_6N2P_2D has 0.6%
larger CBLavg compared to the baseline. 8T_6N2P_2D CWL
is 20.1% larger due to its 28.1% longer cell width com-
pared to 6T_4N2P_2D. Its CRWL is much smaller than
its CWL because RWL is connected to a single transistor.
8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 has 14.0% larger CBLavg because each
bitline is connected to two access transistors (one nFinFET
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TABLE IV

SRAM DC AND TRANSIENT METRIC VALUES

Fig. 9. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 cell p-layer. (a) FEOL only. (b) FEOL +
BEOL. Dielectric regions are not shown.

for write and one pFinFET for read operation) and the cell
height is 20.0% larger relative to that of 6T_4N2P_2D. Its
CWL is 16.5% smaller than that of 6T_4N2P_2D since the
cell width that determines the WL length is smaller for
8T_4N4P_3D_prior1. 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 has 17.7% and
1.7% reduction in CBLavg and CWL, respectively, compared to
those of 6T_4N2P_2D. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1 has 28.3%
smaller CBLavg and 23.1% larger CWL relative to the baseline.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the FEOL and FEOL + BEOL struc-
tures for the p-layer and n-layer of 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2.
8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 has 22.5% smaller CBLavg and
23.0% larger CWL with respect to 6T_4N2P_2D. Its CWL
is larger because WL is connected to both the p-layer and
n-layer, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. CRWL is the smallest
for the proposed cells, which helps to improve their TR . It is
60.3% and 5.5% smaller compared to CWL of 6T_4N2P_2D
and CRWL of 8T_6N2P_2D, respectively.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

Table IV shows the dc (RSNM, WM, IREAD, and ILEAK)
and transient (TR and TW ) simulation results. For transient
simulations, we assume a 256 × 256 memory array.

A. SRAM DC Metric Analysis

In this section, we analyze the dc metrics of different SRAM
cells.

1) RSNM: 6T SRAM cells have the worst read stability
because the access and pull-down transistors are both
low-Vth FinFETs. 8T_6N2P_2D, 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2, and
8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1 have the highest RSNM because
the read operation is isolated from data retention. The storage

Fig. 10. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 cell n-layer. (a) FEOL only.
(b) FEOL+BEOL. Dielectric regions are not shown.

nodes are not disturbed during a read operation.
8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 has a 116.59-mV increase in RSNM
compared to that of 6T_4N2P_2D owing to its weaker
pFinFET read access transistors. The voltage at the node
storing a “0” (VR) is determined by the voltage divider
formed by AX2 and PD2 resistances. If VR rises above
the trip voltage of INV1, the cell value can flip. Thus,
a lower VR is desired during a read operation. A weaker
access transistor has larger resistance, which leads to a
smaller voltage rise at R. Therefore, 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 has
much better read stability than 6T_4N2P_2D. However,
its RSNM is 46.9% smaller than that of 8T_6N2P_2D
because the storage nodes are still disturbed during the read
operation. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 has 8.8% lower RSNM
than 8T_6N2P_2D due to the impact of the weaker pull-up
transistors on the VTC of the cross-coupled inverters.

2) WM: All SRAM cells, except the proposed cells, have a
WM around 252 mV. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1 suffers signif-
icantly from writeability with a WM value of only 25.58 mV.
8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 utilizes IG-type pFinFETs as pull-up
transistors, whose back gates are biased at VDD to improve
writeability. During a write operation, AX1 tries to discharge
storage node L while PU1 initially charges it. Thus, a weak-
ened PU1 allows AX1 to discharge L more easily during
a write operation. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 still has 57.1%
smaller WM compared to SRAM cells with nFinFET access
transistors. The writeability of the proposed cells can be
improved using write-assist techniques that are explored in
Section VII.

3) IREAD: 6T SRAM cells, 8T_6N2P_2D, and our 8T
proposed cells have the same and highest IREAD value
of 149.32 μA because they all have two nFinFETs
on the read path. However, this does not result in an
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equal TR since BL/WL capacitances vary among cells.
8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 has 18.9% smaller IREAD compared
to 6T_4N2P_2D due to weaker pFinFET access transistors.
8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 has the worst IREAD since the read path
consists of two pFinFETs. Its IREAD is 61.0% smaller than
that of 6T_4N2P_2D.

4) ILEAK: SRAM cells consume significant leakage energy
as they are in the standby mode most of the time. Thus,
it is of utmost importance to design low-leakage SRAM
cells. 8T_6N2P_2D has the highest ILEAK among all cells.
It has 20.6% higher ILEAK compared to 6T_4N2P_2D due
to two additional nFinFETs (RD1 and RD2) on the isolated
read path. Despite the inclusion of two additional pFinFET
access transistors, 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 has only 2.3% higher
ILEAK compared to 6T_4N2P_2D because a pFinFET has
around 20× smaller ILEAK than an nFinFET in the technol-
ogy we use. Although 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 has two more
pFinFETs, its ILEAK is surprisingly 3.2% smaller compared
to that of 6T_4N2P_2D. The reason is that, in the standby
mode, VR is slightly lower in 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 com-
pared to that of 6T_4N2P_2D, which reduces ILEAK of PD1.
8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1 has 28.6% and 40.8% smaller ILEAK
compared to 6T_4N2P_2D and 8T_6N2P_2D, respectively,
due to the replacement of the nFinFET access transistors
with pFinFETs. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 has the smallest
ILEAK among all cells. In addition to including pFinFET
access transistors, biasing the back gate of pFinFET pull-up
transistors at VDD also reduces ILEAK. It has 31.6% and 43.2%
smaller ILEAK compared to 6T_4N2P_2D and 8T_6N2P_2D,
respectively.

B. SRAM Transient Metric Analysis

In this section, we analyze the transient metrics (TR and TW )
of different SRAM cells. TR and TW do not represent
read/write delays of the whole memory as we do not consider
the delays of the peripheral circuitry. They only consider WL
and BL delays, which are the only delay components affected
by memory cell design. TR and TW are useful to compare
the performance of the cells and understand how the WL
and BL capacitances and the transistor strength affect SRAM
performance.

1) TR: TR depends strongly on IREAD and the BL/WL
capacitances. Despite their equal IREAD, 6T_4N2P_3D has
13.1% smaller TR due to a smaller CBL and CWL compared to
6T_4N2P_2D. 8T_6N2P_2D has 34.1% smaller TR because
it has smaller CRBL and CRWL compared to CBL and CWL
of 6T_4N2P_2D, respectively. 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 suffers
from a higher TR because its CBL is high and the access
transistors are pFinFETs, which leads to a small IREAD. Thus,
its TR is 33.2% higher compared to that of 6T_4N2P_2D.
Despite its 61.0% smaller IREAD, 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 has
only 9.8% higher TR due to its small CRBL and CRWL. The two
proposed cells have the smallest TR owing both to their high
IREAD and small CRBL and CRWL. Their TR is 53.2% smaller
compared to that of 6T_4N2P_2D. The proposed cells have
57.4% smaller TR compared to 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 in which
the read path transistors are pFinFETs.

2) TW : 6T_4N2P_3D has 12.2% smaller TW compared
to the baseline due to its smaller CWL. 8T_6N2P_2D has a
large CWL, which leads to a 35.0% higher TW . 8T_4N4P_
3D_prior1 has 25.3% smaller TW compared to 6T_4N2P_2D
due to its smaller CWL. 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 has 14.8%

TABLE V

PROCESS VARIATIONS

smaller TW owing to its small cell width, leading
to a smaller CWL compared to that of the baseline.
8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1 is unable to complete the write
operation successfully because the pFinFET access transistors
are unable to win the fight against the equally strong pFinFET
pull-up transistors. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1 can write the
cell with the use of write-assist techniques or stronger
pFinFETs, which are explored in Section VII.
8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 ties the back gates of the pFinFET
pull-up transistors to VDD to weaken them with respect
to access transistors and improve writeability. Despite
the 82.53 mV improvement in WM compared to that
of 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1, 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 still
has 86.6% and 38.3% higher TW compared to 6T_4N2P_2D
and 8T_6N2P_2D, respectively.

Overall, the proposed cells have the highest IREAD and
smallest ILEAK and TR among all cells. They offer a high
RSNM by isolating the read operation from data retention.
8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 has slightly worse read stability
compared to 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1 due to the use of back-
gate bias on pull-up transistors. However, the proposed cells
suffer from inferior writeability. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1 is
unable to even complete the write operation successfully,
whereas 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 can complete the write
operation in 1.9× worst time with respect to that of
6T_4N2P_2D. Poor writeability of the proposed cells can
be addressed through write-assist techniques, changing of the
memory array configuration, or modifying the strength of the
FinFETs.

VII. IMPACT OF PROCESS VARIATIONS, MEMORY ARRAY

CONFIGURATIONS, ASSIST TECHNIQUES, DIFFERENT

TEMPERATURES, AND GATE WORKFUNCTION VALUES

In this section, we explore the impact of process variations,
memory array configurations, assist techniques, different tem-
peratures, and gate workfunction values on the SRAM cells to
analyze the tradeoffs involved among different design metrics
across different SRAM cells.

A. SRAM Cell Analysis Under Process Variations

The impact of process variations on circuits increases with
continued scaling in device dimensions and VDD. SRAM
cells are particularly prone to process variations because they
are generally constructed using minimum-sized transistors to
minimize area. We analyze the impact of variations in physical
parameters, such as LG , TSI, and TOX, that have been shown to
impact SRAM performance the most [33]. We also investigate
variations in Vth by modeling it with gate workfunction
variations. Table V shows the nominal value and [−3σ, 3σ ]
variation range of these parameters. We assume that the phys-
ical parameters have a normal distribution and a 3σ/μ = 10%
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TABLE VI

DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS OF SRAM DC AND TRANSIENT METRICS

variation [34]. We generate 100 sample points using the Sobol
sequence for quasi-Monte Carlo simulations [35], which need
dramatically fewer sample points to achieve a performance
close to Monte Carlo simulations. Process variations in the
n-layer and p-layer are independent of each other because the
transistor layers are processed sequentially. Thus, we generate
two sets of sample points, one for each transistor layer in
the case of 3-D SRAM cells. Table VI shows the mean (μ)
and standard deviation (σ ) of the distribution characteristics
obtained from process variation simulation results.

8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 has the lowest σ for RSNM among all
cells. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 has the largest σ , which can
be due to its weaker pull-up transistors.

8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 has the highest σ for WM as well.
However, σ /μ is the largest for 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1. The
proposed cells suffer from WM variations the most due to their
weak pFinFET access transistors.

8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 has the worst σ /μ ratio in IREAD due
to its smaller IREAD. The IREAD σ /μ ratio is similar for other
cells.

ILEAK is affected the most by process variations as it has
an exponential dependence upon Vth. This leads to an average
4.6% higher μ compared to the nominal ILEAK values shown
in Table IV. The proposed cells have the smallest μ and σ
values for ILEAK. 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 has the smallest ILEAK
σ /μ ratio.

The proposed cells have the smallest μ and σ values for TR .
However, the σ /μ ratio is also high for the proposed cells due
to the small TR .

8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 suffers more in TW . It has the
highest σ and σ /μ ratio as it has the weakest pull-up transistors
that are more prone to variations.

Overall, the writeability of 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 is
prone to process variations the most because it has weaker
pull-up transistors. Relatively higher variations in RSNM for
8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 should not be a major issue since its
RSNM is high enough.

B. SRAM Cell Analysis Under Different Memory
Array Configurations

We explore the impact of array configurations on SRAM
transient metrics since TR and TW are determined by the BL
and WL capacitances. We explore four different array config-
urations: 256×128, 512×128, 256×256, and 512×256. The
numbers represent the number of WLs and BLs, respectively.
The 256 × 256 case is the baseline.

Fig. 11 shows TR under different array configurations.
As expected, the proposed cells have the smallest TR val-
ues under all configurations owing to their small CRBL
and CRWL. The advantage of the proposed cells grows

Fig. 11. TR under different array configurations. TR values of the proposed
cells overlap as they are almost the same.

Fig. 12. TW under different array configurations.

higher for arrays with longer WLs. 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 has
smaller TR than 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 when the number
of bitlines is 128 since 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 has a higher
IREAD. As the WL length increases, its impact on TR
increases. Thus, 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 has a smaller TR than
that of 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 when the number of bitlines is
256 due to its smaller CRWL.

Fig. 12 shows TW under different array configurations.
8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 has a high CWL, which domi-
nates TW . TW can be reduced for 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 by
41.1% if the number of bitlines is halved. However, this
may come at the expense of other costs, such as inefficient
utilization of memory area. As in the case of TR , some cells
may be better than others in terms of TW under specific
array configurations. For example, 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 has a
smaller TW compared to that of 6T_4N2P_3D for the 256×256
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TABLE VII

IMPACT OF ASSIST TECHNIQUES ON READ STABILITY AND WRITEABILITY

TABLE VIII

IMPACT OF ASSIST TECHNIQUES ON READ CURRENT AND TRANSIENT METRICS

and 512×256 cases, whereas 6T_4N2P_3D has a smaller TW
when the number of bitlines is 128. 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 has
a smaller WL resistance since its WL is implemented on a
wider metal than that of 6T_4N2P_3D. Thus, its TW gets
better relative to that of 6T_4N2P_3D as the number of bitlines
increases, despite its higher CWL.

Overall, the results show that the memory array configura-
tion can be modified to improve transient metrics, although
it may come at the expense of other costs not explored in
this paper. TW of 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 can be improved
by using a memory array configuration with smaller WL
lengths. In addition, the impact of modifying the memory array
configuration can vary for different SRAM cells since their
BL/WL capacitances and resistances are different.

C. SRAM Cell Analysis Under Assist Techniques

Next, we explore the impact of read-/write-assist techniques
on the stability and transient metrics of the SRAM cells.
The read-assist techniques we explore are cell VDD boosting
(VDD+), WL lowering (VWL−), negative BL (VBL−), and cell
GND lowering (VGND−), and the write-assist techniques are
cell VDD lowering (VDD−), WL boosting (VWL+), positive
BL (VBL+), and cell GND boosting (VGND+). In addition,
we investigate the impact of RWL boosting (VRWL+) and
positive RBL (VRBL+) on the read performance of the 8T
SRAM cells. For each assist technique, we assume a 0.3-V
change in the target voltage level. For example, VBL+ assumes
that bitline voltages are precharged to 1.1 V. We report the
most effective assist technique for each cell for improving a
specific SRAM metric. The results show that assist techniques
can help to improve the writeability of the proposed cells.

Table VII shows the most effective assist techniques for
read stability and writeability. It shows the RSNM and WM
values after the assist technique is applied, along with the
improvement in RSNM and WM relative to the nominal
case that does not employ assist. Assist techniques help the
RSNM of the 6T SRAM cells the most since they have
a small RSNM initially. Reducing VWL weakens the access
transistors, which alleviates the disturbance on internal stor-
age nodes. For 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1, VRWL+ increases read

stability because the access transistors are pFinFETs, hence
are weakened with increasing VRWL. The RSNM improvement
for 8T SRAM cells with separate circuitry for the read
operation is smaller since they already have a high RSNM.
8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 has its best RSNM when assisted
with VGND−.

For all cells, WM improves the most with VGND+. Increas-
ing VGND raises the voltage at R, which is connected to
the gate of PU1. A higher voltage at the gate weakens
PU1 and allows AX1 to discharge L and complete the write
operation more easily. The proposed cells have more than
200 mV improvement in WM with VGND+. In addition,
8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1 now performs the write operation
successfully with the help of the VGND+ assist technique.

Table VIII shows the best assist techniques for IREAD,
TR , and TW . For all cells, except 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 and
8T_4N4P_3D_prior2, IREAD increases the most with VGND−
due to the increase in voltage difference between the
BL to be discharged and VGND. For 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1,
VGND− increases the drain-to-source voltage of AX4, which
already operates in the velocity saturation mode. Thus,
IREAD does not increase significantly. VBL+ increases
IREAD for 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 more than VGND− does,
since it increases the gate-to-source voltage (VGS) of
AX4. The increases in IREAD for 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 and
8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 are smaller compared to other cells as
they use pFinFETs to discharge the bitlines during the read
operation. For 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2, IREAD increases the most
with VDD+ since the pFinFET read path transistors try to
charge RBL from 0 to VDD.

TR is improved the most by VGND− for all cells except
8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 and 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2, similar to
IREAD. The proposed cells maintain their advantage compared
to other SRAM cells in terms of TR . For 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1,
TR improves more with VRWL+ despite the higher IREAD
with VBL+, which shows that IREAD may not capture the
transient behavior of the read operation and fail to repre-
sent TR accurately. Thus, transient simulations are neces-
sary when determining the performance of SRAM cells. For
8T_4N4P_3D_prior2, TR decreases the most with VDD+ since
the read path transistors are pFinFETs.
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TABLE IX

GATE WORKFUNCTION VALUES FOR DESIGNS WITH HIGH STABILITY

TW improves the most with VDD− for all cells except
the proposed cells. Reduced cell-VDD decreases the VGS of
PU1 and leads to a smaller current from VDD to L through
PU1. Thus, TW decreases since PU1 is weakened with respect
to AX1. For the proposed cells, VGND+ is the best assist
technique for reducing TW . Increasing VGND also reduces
the current flowing through PU1 and enables AX1 to dis-
charge L more easily. With the VGND+ assist technique,
TW is halved for 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 relative to no
assist. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1 is able to perform the write
operation successfully with VGND+.

Overall, the assist techniques are shown to be effective
at improving noise margins and reducing read/write times.
However, the assist techniques often come at the cost of
degrading other SRAM metrics, increasing power consump-
tion, or introducing an area overhead as they may require
extra circuitry, such as level shifters or voltage genera-
tors. For example, although VWL− increases the RSNM
of 6T_4N2P_2D, it reduces IREAD by 50.3%, which leads to
a 20.2% increase in TR .

D. SRAM Cell Analysis Under Different
Temperature Values

The operating temperature of a microprocessor can go
up to 90 ◦C [36]. FinFET IOFF increases exponentially with
increasing temperature, whereas its ION does not change
much [25]. Thus, the impact of temperature on SRAM
cell metrics is not prominent except on leakage current.
Fig. 13 shows ILEAK under different temperature values.
8T_6N2P_2D always has the highest ILEAK among all cells.
Although the proposed cells have the smallest leakage across
different temperature values, their leakage reduction as a
percentage becomes smaller with increasing temperature.
At 370 ◦K, 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 has 24.7% (31.6% at
300 ◦K) and 37.3% (43.2% at 300 ◦K) smaller ILEAK com-
pared to 6T_4N2P_2D and 8T_6N2P_2D, respectively.

E. SRAM Cell Analysis Under Different Gate
Workfunction Values

We analyze SRAM cells under different workfunction val-
ues to determine whether the proposed cells are promising
when targeted at various design objectives, such as high
stability, high performance, or low leakage. We choose four
gate workfunction values for nFinFETs (�GN = 4.3, 4.4,
4.5, and 4.6 eV) and four for pFinFETs (�GP = 4.6, 4.7,
4.8, and 4.9 eV). We simulate only four workfunction values
for each FinFET type since our aim is not to optimize the
cells further but, rather, to understand the tradeoffs among
various design objectives across different SRAM cells. We will
assume that �GN = 4.4 eV and �GP = 4.8 eV case is the

Fig. 13. ILEAK under different temperature values.

baseline. Vth of an nFinFET increases with increasing �GN.
This leads to a smaller ION and IOFF. On the other hand, Vth of
a pFinFET decreases with an increasing �GP, leading to a
higher ION and IOFF. We use the objective function in the
following equation to determine the best workfunction pairs
for different design objectives. We exclude IREAD from the
objective function since we already have TR that represents
read performance:

Objective function = (RSNM ∗ WM)α

(ILEAK + c)β ∗ (TR ∗ TW )γ
. (1)

The exponents are determined based on the targeted design
objective after a careful exploration of the value space. ILEAK
has an exponential dependence upon Vth, which changes
linearly with the gate workfunction. Thus, the range of ILEAK
is very wide under the analyzed gate workfunction values.
We use constant c to prevent ILEAK from dominating the
objective function value. We use the following exponents
and c value to determine the best gate workfunction pair
for maximizing the objective function for the corresponding
design objective:

1) α = 3, β = 1, γ = 1, and c = 1 for high stability;
2) α = 1, β = 1, γ = 3, and c = 10 for high

performance;
3) α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, and c = 0 for low leakage;
4) α = 3, β = 1, γ = 3, and c = 1 for overall quality.
Table IX shows the gate workfunction values that maximize

the objective function for high stability. The cells tend to
converge to high �GN and low �GP values for better stability
metrics, mostly because the RSNM generally increases with
increasing Vth. ILEAK is very small due to the use of FinFETs
with high Vth. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 has the smallest
TR along with a high RSNM. Compared to its baseline
(�GN = 4.4 eV, �GP = 4.8 eV), 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 has
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TABLE X

GATE WORKFUNCTION VALUES FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE DESIGNS

TABLE XI

GATE WORKFUNCTION VALUES FOR LOW-LEAKAGE-POWER DESIGNS

TABLE XII

GATE WORKFUNCTION VALUES FOR OVERALL HIGH-QUALITY DESIGNS

better RSNM, WM, and ILEAK at the cost of a degraded
IREAD and TR .

Table X shows the gate workfunction pairs for high-
performance designs. FinFETs with a small Vth are favored
for high performance as they are faster. However, low-
Vth FinFETs leak more and also have a degraded RSNM.
6T SRAM cells prefer nFinFETs with �GN = 4.5 eV for better
stability, while keeping the performance high. Their leakage
is much smaller compared to other SRAM cells due to their
higher-Vth FinFETs. 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 and the proposed
cells use pFinFETs with low Vth, which leads to a significant
increase in leakage current. 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 beats all
cells in terms of TR .

Table XI shows the results for the low-power
designs. All cells, except 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1,
use FinFETs with the highest Vth to minimize leakage.
8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1 needs to use a slightly stronger
pFinFET to be able to complete the write operation
successfully. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 has the smallest ILEAK
and TR .

Table XII shows the results for designs with overall high
quality. 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 has the second best RSNM
and TR . The leakage current of the proposed cells in this
setup is worse than that of other cells since they use stronger
pFinFETs for better WM and TW .

To summarize, we show that 8T_4N4P_3D_proposed1 can
use stronger pFinFETs for successful writes to the cell.
8T_4N4P_3D_proposed2 appears to be very promising for
almost all design objectives, particularly for the high-
performance and low-leakage scenarios. The results also show

that optimizing the cells for a single design objective often
hurts other SRAM metrics.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we evaluated two new 3-D SRAM cells
and compared them with their counterparts. In this section,
we make some key observations, particularly on the differ-
ences between our results and those of previous works.

The footprint area of cells varies among different works
due to differences in the design rules and technology used.
For example, 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 has 40.0%, 17.3%, and
28.1% smaller footprint area compared to 6T_4N2P_2D that
is analyzed in [17], [18], and our work, respectively. Cer-
tain top- and bottom-layer transistors are aligned in [18] to
exploit interlayer coupling, which can decrease area effi-
ciency. In [17], the transistors are implemented with planar
CMOS technology, which makes it easier to adjust device
widths and design area-efficient cells. The IREAD reduction
of 8T_4N4P_3D_prior2 in [17] is addressed by using larger
p-type read transistors. All FinFET designs, such as ours,
suffer from the width quantization issue (i.e., the number of
fins can only be an integer). Therefore, it may incur more area
to increase the strength of the read path pFinFETs since the
number of fins has to be an integer.

The strength of n-type transistors with respect to p-type
transistors has a large impact on SRAM cell metrics. For
example, using p-type access transistors improves writeability
in [20], whereas it degrades writeability significantly in our
designs. The difference comes from the technologies used
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in these two works. The p-type transistors are stronger in
the 5-nm technology used in [20]. Therefore, p-type access
transistors are stronger and offer improved writeability. On the
other hand, pFinFETs are weaker than nFinFETs in the 14-nm
technology we use in this paper. Thus, the proposed cells have
poor writeability.

Two SRAM cells with the same number and type of
transistors may have different footprint areas, depending on the
routing requirements. For example, 8T_4N4P_3D_prior1 has
a 17.1% larger footprint area compared to other 8T_4N4P_3D
SRAM cells, although it does not even have an RBL signal
unlike the other 8T SRAM cells. MIV connections between
the two transistor layers particularly limit the area efficiency
of 3-D cells.

In this paper, we have chosen a thick ILD to prevent
interlayer coupling. A thin ILD can induce additional vari-
ations and alter device characteristics. However, in the future
work, the impact of interlayer coupling on the proposed cells
can be evaluated. Besides, FinFETs can be used in the IG
mode to dynamically modify Vth, enabling dynamic leakage
management.

IX. CONCLUSION

We proposed two new 3-D 8T SRAM cells implemented in
TLM technology and compared them with 6T and 8T SRAM
cells presented in prior works. Our proposed cells use pFinFET
access transistors to achieve an area-efficient 3-D design. They
offer the smallest leakage current and read time among all
cells, along with high read stability, at the expense of poor
writeability. One cell we proposed uses IG FinFETs as pull-
up transistors with the back gates tied to the supply voltage
to improve writeability. This cell reduces the footprint area
and leakage current by 28.1% and 31.6%, respectively, while
improving the read time by 53.2% compared to a conventional
2-D 6T SRAM cell. It also has 43.8%, 43.2%, and 29.0%
reduction in footprint area, leakage current, and read time,
respectively, compared to a conventional 2-D 8T SRAM cell,
at the cost of 8.8% and 57.1% degradation in RSNM and WM,
respectively. We showed that the writeability of the proposed
cells can be improved with write-assist techniques, such as
cell GND boosting.
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